From the age of 2 to 15, the average nutrition intake of male
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increased from its lowest point, about 7000 to its peak, 13000. In
the next 20 years, it showed a sharp descent, to 11000. At the age
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40, the figures rose slightly by 500 kilojoules, but after that it
declined at 10000.
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From the age of 2 to 15, same as male’s pattern, female started
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from 6000 to its highest point of 11000. There’s a dip in the age of
20, the daily nutrition intake dropped at about 8000, and then rose
to 8500. After that, it showed some small fluctuations, but
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decreased over time, remaining stable at 7000.
The writing is 180 words, and I spent 25 minutes writing it.
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Teacher’s Comments

Commented [U22]: G. Nice try, but this doesn’t sound
natural (p.78) because the 2nd action is not a part of the 1st.

The overall structure is good, and the introduction clear.

Then sequencer (p.48) + verb.

The forest is okay, but think more RWE (p.30), but there are a few ‘g’, ‘^’, and ‘ww’ to
work on, right (although I get your meaning throughout, so that’s good, too).
Think about writing fewer words, and finishing at 20 minutes .. ie.. cut more, and get
to the point more quickly.

